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MASTER THE CORE TECHNOLOGY OF CASTER

R

Marketed in Bangladesh by:

Importer & Whole Seller of Industrial Tools 
Caster Wheel & Power Tools

E-mail: marke�ng@shuruchigroup.com



THE SUPO STORY
Pioneer branded caster SUPO brand introduced in 2004, 
con�nually using the latest technology, innova�ve 
design and listening to customers’ expecta�ons, SUPO 
chased the dream of becoming a world class brand 
caster manufacturer base on interna�onal standards. 
Now, SUPO has become the most outstanding caster 
manufacturers in the world.

MASTER CASTER CORE TECHNOLOGY
A�er the innova�on of caster, there are lots of 
innova�ons, but SUPO consider world market s�ll has 
strong request for caster core technology- let our life 
more convenience and moving effec�vely. Therefore, 
SUPO’s core technology R&D team keep this pursue 
heart and innovate the caster become be�er. Insis�ng 
the self-reliant innova�on, SUPO Put huge funds in R&D 
project every year.

Today, SUPO has over 180 Exclusive shops, 40 
interna�onal offices & more than 350 sales networks all 
over the world.



We vote ourselves for human being as basic, 
technology innova�on and high quality 
service. R&D team and manufacture high-end 
caster for excellent moving solu�on for 
industry, medical & hotel high-end 
applica�ons. We constantly focus on the real 
demand from consumer; provide more caster 
op�on for all kinds of industry. We pursue 
every micrometer improvement on this 
insignificant product. The purpose is simple: 
provide best performance/ra�o logis�c 
transporta�on for this fast and efficient work.

INNOVATION BEYOND THE CONVENTIONAL CASTERS

Use with confidence! Central Rivet

Top Plate

Dust-proof Ring

Ball Bearing

Upper Ball Raceway

Break System

Total Lock
Break Bracket

Lower Ball
Raceway

Dust-proof Cover

Bearing

Wheel

A�en�on:
To know a SUPO caster wheel check 
the scripted brand name “SUPO” in 
every Frame as well as every Wheel.
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Wear Resistance test

2

Ver�cal Pressure Test

3

Horizontal pressure test

4

Braking life�me test

5.1

Braking ability test
(1) Braking on Cement surface
Wheel tread Damage should less 3mm

5.2

Braking ability test
(2) Braking on a slope

6.1

An� Ageing Test
(1) High Temperature test

6.2

An� Ageing Test
(2) Low Temperature test

6.3

An� Ageing Test
(3) An�-Corrosion ability
Test for fork

6.4

An� Ageing Test
(4) Salt and Acid Test

7

Comfort of star�ng test
(1) Star�ng at straight line
(2) Star�ng at turns

8

Quite Test 
(Noise of braking, Noise of fork, 
Noise of wheel

LOAD WEIGHT:  The total weight of the load divided by the number of casters suppor�ng the load = Weight per Caster. To ensure casters operate effec�vely it is important to calculate total poten�al weight 
on each caster wheel. The weight distribu�on and effect of shock, Impact and uneven floors should be taken into account. If right caster not selected it may cause of workers injury when using the 
equipment. Remember that the greater the load, the larger your caster wheel should be. Generally, larger wheels distribute weight more evenly and roll easily.

ROLLING ENVIRONMENT: Is the surface smooth or rough? Are there cracks or tracks to cross over? Are there floor coverings that need to be protected? Is it important that the wheel is quiet? The Flooring 
surface that a caster will operate on is an important factor when choosing a caster material. Rubber casters are ideal for rough surfaces and on delicate floors, whilst hard casters are best on smooth 
surfaces such as concrete & so� floors such as carpet. it is not surprising that hard casters and wheels perform be�er on smooth and so� floors. Similarly so� casters roll be�er on rough and hard floors. 
Before you choose a wheel, you should consider all floor features.

OPERATING ENVIRONMENT: Will the caster be exposed to chemicals, petroleum, acids, water, and moisture, high or low temperature? Common wheel materials include various rubbers, polyurethane, 
polyolefin, steel, iron, and phenolic. Tex�le plants usually prefer casters with thread guards to prevent the collec�on of annoying threads or strings. Room temperatures never cause problems for casters. 
However, most industrial select special casters to ensure hassle free caster rolling in extremely high temperatures. If you will be using casters in the presence of corrosive chemicals such as acids, you should 
always select caster wheels made of steel or polyurethane. Rubber caster wheels are quite common but they cannot be used in corrosive environments.

EASE OF OPERATION: Larger diameter wheels roll easier than small diameter. Ball bearings roll easier than roller bearings, but roller bearings carry heavier loads. derlin bearings are an alterna�ve for NSF 
approved casters. What is the width of wheel?

SWIVEL/RIGID: Do you want the caster to swivel or do you want it to remain fixed? Like as an ideal trolley made with 2 swivel & 2 fixed caster wheels.

FREE/BRAKE/TOTAL LOCK: Do you need a wheel brake, “brake and steer” or “total lock”? Do you need thread guards?

HOW DOES IT MOUNT: Does the caster mount with a plate, a grip-ring stem, threaded stem, or grip-neck stem? What are the dimensions of the plate or Stem (length and diameter)? For plates, what are 
the dimensions of the bolt holes?

NOISE AND SPEED RESTRICTIONS: Noiseless casters can maintain the mobility of your office furniture and equipment without adding to the noise. Remember, ‘silent’ office casters can help your employees 
stay focused on the task and help them become more produc�ve.

IN ORDER TO SELECT THE CASTER THAT BEST FITS YOUR NEEDS, YOU SHOULD CONSIDER THE FOLLOWING:

Bracket temperature test by infrared ray
Wheel temperature test by infrared ray
EN durability Test
Monitor record the whole process
Speed monitoring
Tough screen control system
Weight loading control by electric
Console

SUPO ensure 1+8 Test Standard

How do we ensure the quality?

Based on
European standard

And
ISO9001:2000 cer�fied.

# Weight Carry Running Test 






